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About This Software

Space2D allows you to create highly detailed space scenes in seconds, generating stars, nebulae, suns and planets on parallax
layers. Create parallax starfields and nebulas for space shooters, beautiful night skies for platformers and RPGs, and detailed

spacescapes for visual novels.

Key Features

Procedurally generated stars, nebulae and clusters.

Over 30 planets with endless colour and ring combinations.

Procedurally generated close-up planets.

Dynamic lighting based on sun position and brightness.

Export layers individually for parallax.

Export in resolutions from 640x360 to 3840x2160.

Regenerate only the layers you choose to.
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Apply filters like pixellate and exposure.

Use and adapt images in your games and projects royalty-free!
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Title: Space2D
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration
Developer:
Brainchild
Publisher:
Brainchild
Release Date: 10 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 250 MB available space

English
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2 / 10 bad game. Buy it. Dont even think about it.. great platformer game where you have to run and run and run jump and jump
and jump because creators has invented lots and lots of different obstacles, shots, engines, propellers, enemies so you just
cannot have a spare second :) - and this is what i liked in a game: it does not stay the same; everything changes, the very next
moment after you seem you just got used to it you are getting something new that keeps you in - game is a challenge!
i think platformer games are just eternal - whatever the technologies may come to we still play platformer games -
and i recommend this one.. SO IVE ONLY JUST BEGUN THE TAPE AND ILL ADD TO THIS REVIEW WHEN
FINISHED. BUT SO FAR ITS PRETTY EFFECTIVE AND I WAS ALWAYS A FAN OF THE FOUND FOOTAGE
GENRE. SO FAR SO GOOD THE AUDIO IS GOOD BUT THE VISUAL MAY GIVE SOME A HEADACHE CAUSE
WITH THE RED AND GREEN ON THE SCREEN IT FEELS LIKE 3D MOVIE WITH OUT THE GLASSES. STILL IM
INTRIGUED AND WILL CONTINUE. well if this series could get any lower it certainly has in this rather beyond boring
expansion
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I immediately died after leaving the starting port; I immediately uninstalled the game for good.. Don't get this, this has major
problems downloading,the developers don't do anything.. Theres a setting to make the boobs more bouncy!. Great art, janky
controls, unimaginitive puzzles, but it's the absolutely mangled writing and decimated grammar contrasting with the earnest tone
that makes this a must-play.. Classic youtuber bait, asked for refund after 15 min of gameplay. If you are not Pewdiepie, please
don't buy this.. abandoned
. This is a pretty straight forward time management game. You grow fruits, you turn them into fruit products in your factories,
you buy upgrades, and you complete your timed objectives. This game is very similar to the Farm Frenzy series, but with trees
instead of animals. It's not very difficult and sort of relaxing to play, if you like this sort of thing.

It seems buggy for some users, though I haven't had any serious issues. I can save and return to a later level, unlike what another
reviewer has reported. I did have the factory sound get stuck in an annoying loop, but quitting out and comimg back fixed the
issue. I got it on sale for about a dollar and half, and it is well worth that price. Dunno if I would have been happy if I had paid
in full, though.
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